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BY
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Examples of group theoretical results obtained by application of
probability theory are known in literature; (see for instance Kesten [2], [3]).
In this note we shall use the theory of Markov processes to establish
a simple criterion for a finitely generated group to he finite or infinite.
Let G he a group with the unit e and a finite set of m. generators
{g1' ... , gm}. The generators are assumed to he chosen in such a way that
every element of the group is a product of a sequence of generators
(it can be obviously achieved hy e.g. taking a set of generators in the
usual sense and including in it all inverses of its elements). For any given
natural n we denote by Wn the set of all words over {g1, ... , gm} of the
length n i.e. the sets of all sequences <gil' ... , gi,,> where ik = 1, ... , m. for
k = 1, , n. If a E G then by Wn(a,) we denote the sets of those words
<gil' , gin> E Wn which represent a i.e. for which gil'" gin =ca.
Let rn(a) = IWn(a)1/1 Wnl, where IXI denotes the cardinality of the set
X; thus rn(a) is the ratio of the number of words of length n which
represent a to the total number of words of the same length. As can he
easily seen, IWnl = m», and therefore rn(a) = Wn(a)/m n. Given any infinite
sequence Xl, ... , X n , ... of real numbers, and a real number y, we shall
write X n n~ y to express the fact that the sequence converges in mean
to y, i.e. that the sequence (:t'1 + ... +xn)/n converges to y in the ordinary
sense.
Theorem. There is a number r such that, for every element a E G,
n
m fact r=l/lGI if G is finite, and in the other case r=O.
Proof. Let us consider the Markov process with G as the set of states
and with the transition matrix [Pa,b]a,bEG defined as follows: Pa,b = l/rn
if agi= b for some i = 1, ... , rn, and otherwise, P a.b = O. Clearly 0,;;;; P a,b';;;; 1
for all a, bEG and Z P a,b = 1 for all a E G; i.e. this definition of P a,b
bEG
actually determines a Markov chain.
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Pa,b can be referred to as the probability of t ransition from a to b
in one step. Accordingly we shall denote by p~~l the probability of such
a transition in n steps. We wish to compute P~~~. Clearly,
(1)
where c ranges ove r n - 1 t ermed sequences of states. By t he defini ti on
of [Pa,b]a ,be G every te rm of the sum in (1) is a product of n factors
each of which equals eit her 0 or 11m. Now we omit t hose terms in which
a t least one factor is O. Then , the value of each of the remaining terms
is l imn. From the definition of [Pa ,b]a,beG we can conclude that the number
of t hose terms equals to t he number of all words of length n represen ting
a, i.e ., TVn(a).
Consequently,
P~~~= ~n lTVn(a)1= ITVn(a)1/1 TVnl
and finally,
(2)
Now, we can no ti ce the following two properti es of the Markov process
discussed : (i) t he process is connected, i.e. for any a, b EG t here is an
n E {l , 2, . .. }, such that P~~~>O ; (ii) the probabili t y of return in a given
number of steps is the same for all st ates, i.e. P~~~ =Pb~~ for all a, b E G,
and every positi ve int eger n . I n establishing (i) and (ii) we use t he most
elementary properties of groups. Hence, by t he known results of t he t heory
of Markov processes (see [1]), t he sequence P~~~ converges in mean for
any a, b EG ; and in fact converges to 0 if t he set G of states is infinit e,
and to I~I if t his set is fini te. By comparing t h is res ult with (2), t he
conclusion of t he t heorem follows immediately. Q.E.D.
It should be men tioned that this theorem loses its validity if Tn(a) ......T
is understood in t he sense of ordinary convergence, and not converge nce
in mean. In fact, the cyclic group Ole of order k is a simple example of
a finite group with one generator for which the sequence Tn(a) is divergent.
It can easily be checked that Tn(e) is one or zero dep ending on whether
or not k di vides n .
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